




PHRASE REPLACEMENT (Q1 TO Q5)



1. The fire fighters were able to put off fire in ten minutes.

A) to put out

B) to put after

C) for putting out

D) for putting in

E) No Correction Required

Option A

Explanation: put out- To extinguish

put off- To postpone, arrange a later 

date



2. Since he had a sound alibi, the police ruled

him out as a suspect.

A) rules him for

B) ruled him for

C) ruled him

D) rules over him

E) No Correction Required

Explanation: (E)rule out- To eliminate

alibi- a claim or piece of evidence that one was elsewhere

when an act, typically a criminal one, is alleged to have

taken place. ; Means he cannot be a suspect.



3. The company has taken for three new

staff members.

A) took for

B) had taken like

C) has taken on

D) takes for

E) No Correction Required

Option C

Explanation: take on- hire



4. I asked her out but she turn me down flat.

A) turned me off

B) turned me out

C) turns me for

D) turned me down

E) No Correction Required

Option D

Explanation: turn down – To refuse. 

Sentence is in past so turned.



5. The small dog was reluctant to learned new

things.

A) for learn new things

B) to learn new things.

C) for learning new things

D) for have learned new things

E) No Correction Required

Option B



FILL IN THE BLANKS (Q6 TO Q10)



6. Two crows ______ each other to see who

could fly the highest.

1. thought

2. challenged

3. argued

4. kill

5. wants

Option B



7. The capital of Vijayanagar was ______ by

King Raman.

1. empower

2. abducting

3. worship

4. ruled

5. throne

Option D

The sentence is in Passive Voice.

Hence, V3, i.e, ‘ruled’ should be used.



8. While Ram was busy eating an ice-cream,

Shyam ______ a water balloon at him.

1. fire

2. casting

3. stopped

4. threw

5. fling

Option D

The sentence shows Past Time. 

Hence, Past Simple should be used.



9. Timmy was a tiny squirrel who was locked

in a hollow tree for ______ nuts.

1. stealing

2. diverting

3. kidnapping

4. robbed

5. robbery

Option A

Here, ‘for’ should be followed

by a Gerund, i.e, stealing.



10. The gentleman came to know that the

villager was in _____ of money.

1. dire

2. desire

3. demand

4. wish

5. need

Option E



WORD REPLACEMENT (Q11 TO Q15)

Directions (1-5): In each sentence below four words have been printed bold

type is given. These are numbered (1),(2),(3),(4) and One of these words

printed in bold may be either wrongly spelt or inappropriate in the context

of the sentence. Find out the word, which is wrongly spelt or inappropriate,

if any. The number of that word is your answer. If all the words printed in

bold are correctly spelt and also appropriate in the context of the sentence,

mark le. All Correct as your answer.



11. We plan to complete the exhaustive(1)

performance (2)/ review (3)/ undertook (4)/ by

us by next week. All correct (5).

(4) Replace the word undertook

by Past Participle form undertaken



12. Home loan borrowers (1)/ will be definitely

(2)/ affected (3)/since banks have raised

their lending (4)/rates of interest. All correct

(5).

Option 5

All correct



13. The Finance Minister has impressed (1)/

satisfaction (2)/ over the progress (3)/ made by

regional (4)/ rural banks. All correct (5)

(1) The appropriate word will be

- expressed.



14. If they want to maintain (1)/ their current

rate of expansion (2)/ they have to consider

(3)/ these parametres (4)/. All correct (5)

(4) The correct spelling is - parameters.



15. India's overall (1)/ trade defecit (2)/

continues (3)/ to be a major source of

concern for analysts. (4)/ All correct (5).

(2)The correct spelling is

deficit.



ERROR DETECTION (Q16 TO Q20)
















